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For traditional coherent effects, two separated identical point sources can be interfered with each other only
when the optical path difference is integer number of wavelengths, leading to alternate dark and bright
fringes for different optical path difference. For hundreds of years, such a perfect coherent condition seems
insurmountable. However, in this paper, based on transformation optics, two separated in-phase identical
point sources can induce perfect interference with each other without satisfying the traditional coherent
condition. This shifting illusion media is realized by inductor-capacitor transmission line network.
Theoretical analysis, numerical simulations and experimental results are performed to confirm such a kind
of perfect coherent effect and it is found that the total radiation power of multiple elements system can be
greatly enhanced. Our investigation may be applicable to National Ignition Facility (NIF), Inertial Confined
Fusion (ICF) of China, LED lighting technology, terahertz communication, and so on.

I
n the normal case, two or more separated electromagnetic waves can be interfered with each other in free space,
when all of them have the same frequency, vibration component and the constant initial phase1,2. Taking two
separated in-phase point sources for example, the corresponding total intensity at somewhere in the free space

can be written as Itotal~(I1zI2)(1z
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I1I2
p

I1zI2
cos d) with d 5 k ? D (k is the wave vector, and g is the optical path

difference of these two point sources. I1 and I2 are the corresponding intensity of each point source, respectively.).
For two separated identical in-phase point sources, the total intensity at free space can be expressed as

Itotal~4I0 cos2 (
d

2
) (Here, I1 5 I2 5 I0). Obviously, only when D 5 ml, the total intensity of these two separated

identical point sources is 4I0. In this case (D 5 ml), it can be considered that both of the point sources are
overlapped with each other, resulting in the perfect coherent effects. One may ask is it possible to realize such a
kind of perfect coherent without matching the condition of D 5 ml and thus breaking the normal traditional
perfect coherent condition? The answer is yes based on the transformation optics method. In the past few years,
transformation optics is a new way to manipulate transmission path of electromagnetic waves. Many novel
phenomena/devices such as invisible cloaks, field rotators, wave concentrators, beam splitter, and artificial
wormholes/blackholes, and so on, have been designed and realized3–17.

Furthermore, by using transformation optics method, complementary media has been applied to design the
anti-mirror effect where two separated objects with different shapes were overlapped with each other and
appeared as only one, resulting in the overlapped optics effect18. Later, shifting media has been proposed in
our previous work to realize the overlapped effect in which two separated objects with the same shape were
overlapped with each other19. Recently, H. Y. Chen et al., have proposed a new conformal lens to realize the
overlapped optics effect, and it can transform multiple in-phase sources into one20. Comparing with the above two
kinds of overlapped optics devices, such a conformal lens can not only make multiple in-phase sources appear as
only one but also make one active source appear as many in-phase sources. In a word, based on the comple-
mentary media, shifting media and conformal lens, two separated identical point sources can be effective
overlapped together with each other in principle. Therefore, by these approaches, the amplitude of the two point
in-phase sources can be increased by a factor of 2, and the total intensity by a factor of 4. However, all of these
results are just shown in pure numerical simulations, lacking the corresponding experimental demonstration and
theoretical explanation. Here, in this paper, we experimentally design the shifting illusion media by using the
inductor-capacitor (L-C) transmission line network21. The corresponding shifting illusion media parameters are
mimicked by controlling the parameters of the L-C unit cells, and the perfect coherent effects of two separated
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identical in-phase point sources is verified. Furthermore, a theor-
etical analysis is proposed to explain such a kind of perfect coherent
effects. Our experimental results and theoretical analysis dem-
onstrate that the fundamental perfect coherent condition is over-
turned for the first time based on the shifting media, and the
radiation power of system can be greatly enhanced which may be
applicable to NIF and ICF.

Results
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the shifting illusion media. A small
blue region (Region V) covered with a rectangular box of shifting
illusion media (green-yellow region). In this situation, A19B19B2A2 is
folded into A1B1B2A2 due to the negative index material. Meanwhile,
A19D19D2A2, B19C19C2B2, and D19C19C2D2 are mapped into
A1D1D2A2, B1C1C2B2, and D1C1C2D2, respectively. In other words,
the central region (Region V, free space with e 5 m 5 1) is covered
with the shifting illusion is shifted into the left side with a distance of
d and it is overlapped with that region encircled by the blue dash
border. The Mathematical calculation of shifting media parameters
will be discussed in details in Methods.

First, we give the numerical simulations of overlapped optics based
on COMSOL MultiphysicsH, as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 (a) depicts
the electric field distribution of only one point source with frequency
of 3.68 GHz in the free space. Figure 2 (b) shows the field distribution
of two identical in-phase point sources in the free space. The electric
field distribution in Fig. 2 (b) is inhomogeneous, which is quite
different from the case of Fig. 2 (a). Due to the spatial coherence
effect, these two separated identical in-phase point source appear
strong/weak inhomogeneous field distribution. However, when the
right point source coated with the shifting illusion media shown in
Fig. 2(c) (the field distribution of in the dash box is shown in Fig. 2
(d)), the total field distribution of these two separated in-phase point
sources outside the transformation region is homogeneous, and the
corresponding electric field is enhanced with respect to the case of
only one point source. In this case, the right point source covered
with the shifting illusion media is shifted toward into left side and
overlapped with the left source. Therefore, the total field distribution
of these two separated in-phase point sources can be appeared both

homogeneous and enhanced outside the transformation region.
Figure 2 (e) shows the corresponding power flow of Fig. 2 (a), (b)
and (c) at r 5 0.4 m. Obviously, the power flow of the two separated
identical point sources in free space is inhomogeneous (dark-yellow
line), while when the right point source covered with shifting illusion
media, the power flow is homogeneous (blue line). Comparing with
the blue line (two point source) and the red line (only one source), the
power flow difference is about 6 dB, which means that the total
power of these two identical point sources is about quadruple (rather
than double) to the case of just one point source, due to the perfect
coherent effects.

Now, we experimentally demonstrate such a kind of perfect coher-
ent effects, by using the L-C transmission line network. A periodical
L-C transmission line network is designed and shown in Fig. 3 (a), to
mimic the shifting illusion media. Unit cell of such L-C transmission
line network are shown in Fig. 3 (b). According to the transmission
line theory and electromagnetic theory, the L-C network equation
can be mapped into the Maxwell’s equation. For example, when Lx 5

Ly, the L-C network can be considered as isotropic media with pos-
itive permeability and permittivity. Therefore, the shifting illusion
media can be realized by controlling the parameter of inductor (Lx,
Ly) and capacitor (Cz). In this paper, we just consider the long-wave-
length limit, which means that the dimension of the unit cell is much

Figure 1 | The principle of the shifting illusion media: Region V (blue

region) covered with the shifting illusion media (green-yellow shell) is

virtually shifted toward the left side with distance of d, and overlapped with

the region encircled by the blue dashed border. Region I, II, III, and IV are

the shifting media regions. The corresponding structure parameters are:

A1(2a11, b11), B1(2a11, b11), C1(a11, 2b11), D1(a11, b11), A2(2a21, b21),

B2(2a21, 2b21), C2(a21, 2b21), D2(a21, b21).

Figure 2 | Field distribution of overlapped illusion optics: The excitation
frequency of each in-phase source is 3.68 GHz. (a) Single point source

located in (0, 0) in vacuum (free space) (b) Two identical point in-phase

sources located at (0, 0) and (0.06 m, 0), respectively. (c) Two identical

point in-phase sources located at (0, 0) and (0.06 m, 0) with right one

covered with the shifting illusion media. (d) Field distribution in the

dashed box of (c). (e) The corresponding power flow at r 5 0.4 m of (a)

(red line), (b) (dark-yellow line), and (c) (blue line). Here, a11 5 0.015 m,

a21 5 0.045 m, b11 5 0.05 m, b21 5 0.23 m, and d 5 0.06 m.
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smaller than the wavelength of the excitation source, and the relation
between the real material parameters and the L-C transmission line
network can be written as follows:

mR
x ~Ly=D

mR
y ~Lx=D

eR
z ~Cz=D

8><
>: , ð1Þ

mL
x~{1=(v2CyD)

mL
y~LRx=(v2CxD)

eL
z ~{1=((v2LzD))

8><
>: , ð2Þ

where D 5 5 mm is the unit cell length. ‘‘R’’ and ‘‘L’’ represent the
positive permittivity/permeability and negative permittivity/per-
meability, respectively. The parameters in detail of our testing sample
are listed in Table I. The fabrication and measurement of testing
sample will be discussed in details in Methods. For the chosen con-
figuration, the nondiagonal components of the shifting illusion
media (which have comparatively small values in this study) are
ignored in experiment to simplify the fabrication.

Fig. 4 (a) shows the simulated node voltage distribution of just one
point source (with frequency of 65 MHz) excited at the node (40, 51),
based on the Agilent’s advanced design system (ADS). Figure 4 (b)
depicts the node voltage distribution of two separated identical in-
phase point sources excited at node (40, 51) and (52, 51), respectively.
In this case, the right point source is coated by the shifting illusion
media with the parameters in Table I. The node voltage distribution
in Fig. 4 (b) is nearly the same as the corresponding field distribution
in Fig. 2 (d), which means that the right point source covered with the

shifting illusion media is overlapped with the left one. Comparing
Fig. 4 (a) with Fig. 4 (b), it can be found that the node voltage
distribution of the two identical point sources is significant
enhanced, although both of them have the similar distribution pro-
file. The experimental result of voltage distribution is shown in Fig. 4
(c). The measured voltage distribution in Fig. 4 (c) is well consistent
with the simulation results in Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 2 (d).

Discussion
Let’s look at the power of the test sample leaking into the right
domain. Both the simulated and measured results are given in
Fig. 4(d). Similar to the conclusion of Fig. 2(e), the power of the
two overlapped identical point sources is quadruple of the case of
just one point source due to the perfect coherent effect. We explain
this phenomenon from antenna point of view as follows. According
to electromagnetic theory, the radiated power of single antenna is
calculated as:

Ps~I2Rr ð3Þ

where I and Rr are the root-mean-square value of excitation current
and radiation resistance of antenna, respectively. The total radiated
power of an antenna array with N such element is:

Parray~ I1 I2 I3 . . . INð Þ

R11 R12 R13 ::: R1N

R21 R22 R23 ::: R2N

R31 R32 R33 ::: R3N

..

. ..
. ..

.
P

..

.

RN1 RN2 RN3 . . . RNN

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

I�1
I�2
I�3

..

.

I�N

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA
ð4Þ

where Ii(i 5 1, 2 …, N) is the root-mean-square value of excitation current of
ith element and I�i (i~1,2:::,N) is the complex conjugate
of Ii(i 5 1, 2 …, N), Rii(i 5 1, 2 …, N) is the radiation self-resistance
of ith element, Rij(i, j 5 1, 2…,N, i ? j) is the radiation mutual-
resistance of ith element to jth element. From the above analysis, the
performance of the in-phase elements placed in different positions is
same as each other when the proposed shifting illusion media is
placed around all the in-phase elements, therefore Rii 5 Rij 5 Rr(i,
j 5 1, 2 …, N). If I1~I2~ � � �~IN~I, the total radiation power of
the array becomes:

Figure 3 | (a) The testing sample with shifting illusion media in the box region. (b) Unit cell of L-C network: the up unit cell is corresponding to media

with positive material parameters, and the down unit cell is corresponding to media with negative material parameters (the detail parameters are

shown in Table I).

Table I | The unit cell parameters of the testing sample. Background
represents the media outside the transformation region

value
region background vs

region III/IV/V region II value
region

region I

Lx (nH) 33 99 Cx (pF) 222
Ly (nH) 33 11 Cy (pF) 222
Cz (pF) 27 82 Lz (nH) 200
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Parray~N2:I2Rr~N2:Ps ð5Þ

Thus, the total radiation power of an antenna array with two in-
phase elements is 4 times (6 dB) that of single antenna. This conclu-
sion consists with that of Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 4(d). If this technology is
applied to NIF, the total radiation power of 192 beam lines of NIF
would be 36864 times that of single laser beam lines and it may be
closer to the condition of achieving fusion ignition.

In conclusion, we have realized a shifting illusion media to invest-
igate the perfect coherent effects. The traditional coherent condition
seemed insurmountable was totally breakthrough by using the shift-
ing media for the first time. Two identical microwave in-phase
sources with one of them covered with the shifting illusion media
are found to be overlapped with each other, leading to the perfect
coherent effects without needing the conventional condition of D 5

ml. The theoretical analysis, numerical simulations and experi-
mental measurements are given to demonstrate such a kind of
perfect coherent effects, and it is found the radiation power of
multiple elements system can be greatly enhanced. This technology
is possible to eliminate the interference and improve the brightness
of LED, and may be applicable to the situation of needing high
radiation power, such as NIF, ICF of China, antenna array, and
so on.

Methods
Mathematical calculation of shifting media. The corresponding coordinates in
Fig. 1 are: A1(2a11, b11), B1(2a11, b11), C1(a11, 2b11), D1(a11, b11), A2(2a21, b21),
B2(2a21, 2b21), C2(a21, 2b21), D2(a21, b21). According to the transformation optics,

the coordinate transformation between the physical space and the virtual space can be
given below:

Region I : x0~
(a21{a11)xzda21

a21{a11{d
, y0~y , z0~z ð6Þ

Region II : x0~
(a21{a11)xzda21

a21{a11zd
, y0~y , z0~z : ð7Þ

Region III : x0~xz
d(b21{y)

b21{b11
, y0~y , z0~z ð8Þ

Region IV : x0~xz
d(b21zy)

b21{b11
, y0~y , z0~z ð9Þ

The relative permittivity ��e and permeability ��m of the shifting illusion media are:
In Region I:

��e~��m~

a21{a11

a21{a11{d
0 0

0
a21{a11{d

a21{a11
0

0 0
a21{a11{d

a21{a11

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð10Þ

In Region II:

��e~��m~

a21{a11

a21{a11zd
0 0

0
a21{a11zd

a21{a11
0

0 0
a21{a11zd

a21{a11

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð11Þ

In Region III:

Figure 4 | Simulated and measured node voltage distribution of the shifting illusion media. The frequency of the excitation source is 65 MHz. (a) One

excitation source (simulation) located at the node of (40, 51). (b) Two identical in-phase excitation sources located at the node of (40, 51), and (52, 51),

respectively (simulation). (c) Two identical in-phase excitation sources located at the node of (40, 51), and (52, 51), respectively (experiment). (d) The

corresponding leaked power into the right boundary of the sample.
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In Region IV:

��e~��m~

1z
d

b21{b11

� �2 d
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1 0

0 0 1

2
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Fabrication of testing sample. The testing sample is fabricated on a grounded flame
retardant 4 (FR4) substrate with 1 mm-thickness and dielectric constant of er 5 4.3.
The whole sample consists of 81 grid nodes along x direction and 101 grid nodes along
y direction. The interval between two nodes is 5 mm. The surface-mounted
capacitors and inductors of the testing sample are 0603 package size. The nodes in the
region I consist of four surface-mounted capacitors in series and one inductor in
shunt to the ground by a via-hole. The nodes of other regions consist of four surface-
mounted inductors in series and one capacitor in shunt to the ground by a via-hole.
The outer boundary of the structure is truncated with Bloch impedances.

Measurement of testing sample. Agilent E5071C VNA is applied to measure
transmission coefficient of each grid node, which is proportional to the voltage and
electric field of node. Port 1 of VNA is connected to the input port of a 3-port divider,
and the two output ports of the divider are connected to node (40, 51) and (52, 51)
respectively, providing two identical excitation sources. Port 2 of VNA connected to a
high-impedance amplifier scans over the surface of our sample to obtain the voltage of
each node.
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